More
Evidence
for
Evolution

Whales in the Making

IN: Whales in the Making Activity
1. Arrange the whales in a sequence from
oldest to most recent.
2. A new skeleton from 50 mya was
discovered, sketch what it would look like.

I. Evidence for Evolution: Biogeography
A. Study of locations of organisms and their
distribution around the world
B. Shows origins and evolutionary histories of species
over a long time scale

II. Evidence for Evolution: Anatomy
Biogeography clip
Evolution: It’s a thing crash course Bio #20
7:02- 8:26 (right after marsupial love boat)

A. Homologous Structures
a. Similar features that
originate in a shared
common ancestor
b. Structures may have
different uses in
adult, but come from
same tissue in embryo.
ARM
WING
LEG
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B. Analogous Structures

Homologous Structures

Compare
the
colored
bones.

a. Identical functions
b. No embryo tissue in
common
c. Not closely related

Both have fin-like
structures to help navigate
through water.

ARM
WING

Do these animals all have the same set (s) of bones?

FIN

C. Vestigial Organs
a. Structures that serve no useful purpose;
resemble structures used in common
ancestors
b. Shows relationship to organisms in which
the structure is functional

Top 5 body parts you can live without video

Limb bone
in snakes
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Hip bones in
salamanders,
whales and snakes

Vestigial
Tail
All humans are created
with a small
tail that is later absorbed by the
body and developed into the
tailbone. In some rare cases, small
amounts of tissue are left hanging
on the tailbone area of the body.
Most often, the small piece of skin
contains no bones, but does
contain nerves and blood vessels.
In some rarer cases, there are up to
five vertebrae in the small tail –
resulting in a true human tail or
vestigial tail.

Here are embryo pictures of the
following vertebrates: Calf, Chick,
Fish, Hog, Human, Rabbit,
Salamander and Tortoise.

III. Evidence for Evolution: Embryology
A. Study of the formation, development, and
structures of early stages after fertilization
B. Embryos in different species very similar
C. Embryo development
repeats over
evolutionary history

How about now??

Can you tell which one is which?
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IV. Evidence for Evolution: Biochemistry
A. Have the technology to compare DNA, RNA, and
proteins, in different organisms

B. Organisms that have the least amount of differences
in these molecules are closely related by a common
ancestor.
C. Enzymes, proteins and
organelles for important
biological pathways are
universal (aerobic
respiration
and photosynthesis)

D. The more similar the amino acid sequence
(protein), the more closely related the species.
E. Genetic code is universal for all organisms.

V. Mitochondrial DNA (maternal DNA)
A. Mitochondria have
their own DNA (genome)
that exists outside of
the cell nucleus.

B. Mitochondria are only
inherited from the
mother’s egg.

C. DNA in the nucleus recombines during meiosis, so
the genetic history of two people is mixed-up.
D. Mitochondrial DNA from the mother shows a more
direct line of evolutionary history.

E. Origin and migration of modern humans can be
traced based on mutations in mitochondrial DNA and
the Y chromosome.

Why the Y chromosome?
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Mitochondrial DNA

OUT: List 3 new facts you learned about
mitochondrial DNA. Why is mtDNA important?
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